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ABSTRACT 
 
The breakthrough in deep neural networks have demonstrated astounding results on image representation and 
different computer vision tasks. Unfortunately their use in duplicate image detection may lead to a capacity bottleneck 
as such a system may suffer from the curse of dimensionality, in that, search speed, memory requirement and database 
size can grow so fast with the data dimension. In this paper, we introduced trainable feature extractors comprising of 
a convolutional neural network with varying descriptor sizes. The extraction time, descriptor size, duplicate detection 
accuracy, storage savings and number of misclassified image pairs were recorded. Experimental results show that to 
obtain high duplicate detection accuracy it is not necessary to use a convolutional neural network’s large image 
descriptor.  
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1.  BACKGROUND TO THE STUDY 
 
The rapid developments of the Internet, the increasingly affordable bandwidth, and the widespread adoption of 
smartphones capable of capturing images and editing have contributed to an explosion in the number and variety of 
images that are posted online. Reference [1] reports that all Internet users share over 3 billion photos each day 
translating to over 34,000 images being uploaded per second. These advances in technologies bring along a variety 
of convenience as well as much challenges to information security. Digital images can easily be duplicated and 
distributed without the consent of the owner thereby infringing the ownership rights of the owners. These duplicated 
images may have been manipulated by some image processing and therefore may not be the exact copy of the original 
one. Hence, duplicate images essentially include the identical copy and digitally altered versions of the original image 
after the manipulations. In general, being able to detect image duplicates has played an important role in a lot of 
applications including storage optimisation, identifying copyright violations, video copy detection, image spam 
detection, and improving image search engine results by grouping related images. 
 
In a typical duplicate image detection system, images are first converted into a particular image representation that can 
optionally be stored in an indexing structure. The main discerning factor for whether a duplicate image detection system 
can handle a large dataset is its underlying image representation. For such systems to be highly scalable, the image 
representation must not be less than a kilobyte (1000 bytes) of storage [2] and robust to image transformations such 
as rescaling, aspect ratio change, JPEG compressions, colour transforms, right-left flip etc. This means that a duplicate 
image system faces three conflicting performance requirements: descriptor size, description time and accuracy.  
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On the one hand, such a system must achieve a high accuracy at identifying duplicate version of an original image 
which often means high computational cost. On the other hand, if the size of the feature extracted per image (descriptor 
size) is large, it imposes a high storage and retrieval cost. To meet these performance requirements, a duplicate image 
detection system needs a good descriptor small enough to tell apart different images and must be robust to different 
image transformations. The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In section 2, a review of the related works 
is presented.  The proposed methodology is described in Section 3. After that, application of the proposed algorithm is 
discussed in section 4, and we draw our conclusion in the last section. 
 
2. RELATED WORKS 
 
Existing solutions to duplicate image detection rely either on the use of watermarks or on features extracted from the 
image itself. Since the main performance differences between current duplicate image detection methods are about 
how well they are able to deal with images that are modified using exotic transformations, it is not surprising that most 
of the state of the art approaches are content-based as they are more robust to image transformations. Content-based 
copy detection was proposed as an alternative means of identifying illegal image copies. The idea is that, instead of 
hiding additional information in an image, the image itself can be employed for the same purpose. Content-based 
methods can be independently used to distinguish illegal copies or can complement digital watermark techniques. 
However, content-based copy detection methods have a higher computational cost, making scalability more difficult to 
achieve [3]. 
 
Global feature content-based copy detection aims to extract global statics information to represent images. They can 
be divided into colour features, shape features, texture features and spatial structure features. The major advantage 
of global features are their simple calculation and less space requirement. However, due to focusing on the overall 
image information, global features tend to ignore local information in images [4]. This kind of technique is very efficient 
at finding identical copies but maybe sensitive to the variation of lighting and viewpoint (or occlusion) [5]. Their poor 
resistance to geometric attacks, especially cropping and rotation, has made scholars prefer detecting image on local 
features [6]. 
 
Local feature content-based copy detection based copy detection first tries to find matches between individual salient 
details. They first detect the stable regions of an image and then extract high-dimensional feature vectors in the vicinity 
of each region. Hence, the image is represented as a set of feature vectors. With respect to global features, local 
features are more suitable to working with local changes in image content. Meanwhile, the matching algorithms of local 
features are complex and face difficulty in meeting the real-time requirement in large-scale image retrieval [4]. This 
method can deal with the illumination variation and geometric transformation but at the expense of computational 
efficiency [5], [7].  
 
Reference [8] proposed RIME (replicate image detector) as an alternative approach to watermarking for detecting 
unauthorised image copy on the Internet by characterising each image using Daubeclues’ Wavelets Transform (DWT). 
Reference [9]’s system used an image description based on local differential descriptors to describe the visual content 
of images. Reference [5] presented a key point-based approach that consists of three steps: key points extraction, an 
estimation of affine invariant to reduce bin space and comparison of colour histograms of areas formed by matched 
key points. Reference [10] conducted an interest point extraction operation on images and represented each interest 
point with SIFT descriptor. Reference [11] used local key-points represented by an adapted binary fingerprint to 
represent images. Reference [12] presented a framework for near-duplicate image detection by combining Bag-of-
Words model with spatial pyramid. Their framework consists of three elements – independent multi-codebooks, non-
negative sparse coding and an improved intersection kernel function.  
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Reference [13] combined different descriptors through an alignment procedure based on clusters correspondence to 
capture different aspects of a considered local region to reduce both visual word ambiguity and the quantisation error 
in visual book generation. Reference [14] proposed a hashing based method that generates compact fingerprint for 
image representation to prevents huge semantic loss during hashing for duplicate image detection. Reference [15] 
extracted Ultra Short Binary (USBs) descriptors from image patches to directly compress their visual clues into a 
representation as compact as their visual vocabulary. Reference [16] presented a duplicate image detection scheme 
that adopts multiple hash tables by using Image Secret Sharing (ISS) to generate a black-and-white image which is 
later used to generate a hash. Reference [17] proposed a feature aggregating method for duplicate image detection 
using machine learning based hashing. Their motivation was based on the fact that since machine learning based 
hashing effectively preserves neighbourhood structure of data, it could yield visual words with strong discriminability. 
Visual vocabulary was constructed by first extracting local features from training image dataset. After which k-means 
is applied to generate k-clusters. Machine learning based hashing was used to generate binary codes of visual words 
and forgetting hashing functions to efficiently map local features into binary codes. Histograms of the visual words are 
then used to construct image representation. 
 
 Reference [18]’s system used Locality-Constrained Linear Coding (LLC) with 𝑚𝑎𝑥𝐼𝐷𝐹 cut model was used to 
represent image features. Map Reduce-based image partitioning method and pairwise merging were further applied to 
identify image duplicates from a large scale image set. Reference [19] extracted a hash (binary signature) from a 
resized version of an input image. The constructor of the descriptor is mostly based on pixel value comparisons. 
Reference [4] used a perception hash tag to generate image signatures. Reference [7] presented an image 
representation known as Local-based Binary Representation (LBR) is based on the collective information from local 
regions. Densely local regions from an input image are sampled and converted to alike block-based local binary pattern 
features. These local features are counted together to form a histogram based on some specific rules. The histogram 
is then encoded to a 64-bit binary vector to further improve its efficiency for match and online reduced cost. Local 
features have a good image recognition ability, but its computational complexity is high [6] and also suffer from low 
matching efficiency [16].  
 
Although most researches in duplicate image domain rarely provide information on their descriptor size, reference [2] 
used representative techniques to evaluate the performance of content-based duplicate image detection methods in 
relation to their descriptor size, description time and matching time to assess their feasibility of application to large 
image collections. Reference [19] aimed at having a descriptor size less than 100 bytes to enable a fast and exhaustive 
search of a large database. Reference [6] presented a model that automatically differentiates copied versions of original 
images by learning a comparing function directly from raw image pixels. Unfortunately the use of convolutional neural 
networks in duplicate image detection may lead to a capacity bottleneck as such a system may suffer from the curse 
of dimensionality, in that, search speed, memory requirement and database size can grow so fast with the data 
dimensions. 
 
This paper only focuses on processing of images (feature extraction) and comparison (feature matching) rather than 
the efficiency of storing and querying feature vectors (image representations) which has its own host of computational 
challenges. 
 
3. METHODOLOGY 
 
Figure.1 gives a bird’s view eye view of the duplicate image detection process. Its components include a trainable 
feature extractor, a database to store extracted features and a feature matcher which accepts as input, two feature 
vectors and returns a corresponding output 0 or 1 in which 0 represents the nonexistence of a copy relationship 
between the two inputs and 1, the opposite.  
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The following are factors considered in the design of the system: 
a) The system be able to identify image distortions without the cost inherent in existing systems that use local, 

spatial features. 
b) The system should be trainable i.e. must be able to accept several images and also categorise them based 

on “copy” or “not a copy”. 
c) The feature extraction phase should be separated from the feature matching phase. 
d) The size of the features extracted (descriptor) should be as small as possible but should still be good enough 

to tell apart different images. 
 
 

 
 

Figure 1:  Duplicate image detection system 

 

 
 Feature Extraction 
A feature extractor processes the raw data from an image to generate a feature vector (descriptor) which usually has 
smaller dimension than the original data while still holding the maximum amount of useful information given by the 
data. The trainable feature extractor (TFE) comprises of a pre-trained convolutional neural network [20] used to extract 
useful information from the images and a new neural network to reduce the number of output features. The idea is to 
replace the layer that does the final classification in [20] with a new neural network. Thus the output from pre-trained 
network become input to the new neural network and then trained to be linearly separable and used as features for the 
copy decision model. The resulting system is a trainable feature extractor (TFE) as shown in figure 2. 
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Figure 2 Trainable Feature Extractor 
 

 
Feature Matching 
The feature matching phase makes use of a copy checker shown in figure 3. It is a three-layer vanilla neural network 
with an input layer, a fully-connected layer and a softmax layer. Our model takes features already extracted from 
images as input. These are the images on which we want to identify a copy relationship on returning a corresponding 
output 0 or 1. 
 
The first layer is the input layer of the network with f1+f2 neurons. f1 is the number of features extracted from image 1 
and f2 is the number of features extracted from image 2. The second layer of the vanilla neural network is fully 
connected with n neurons. The number of neurons in this layer is denoted by n as we experimented with different 
values of n. The third layer of the network is the softmax layer containing two (2) neurons. They represent the goal of 
the network which is to tell if both features are a copy pair (i.e. a duplicate of each other) or not. 
 
Ten duplicate image detectors which consists of ten feature extractors with different descriptor sizes were used to 
extract features from images in the dataset and ten copy checkers for each descriptor size. All models were trained 
with the same dataset. The only difference between the models for feature extraction phases are the numbers of 
features extracted by each trainable feature extractor and the number of input features used to train each copy checker.  
 
Two main indicators of performance: feature or descriptor size (referring to the amount of memory needed per image) 
and description time per image (referring to the processing time needed to calculate the descriptor of an image). 
Together these measurements constitute the most important factors for a system’s processing times, main memory 
and disk storage requirements. The measurements were performed on AMD A6-5200 APU 2.0 GHz machine running 
Linux Ubuntu 16.04. 
 
To put this memory consumption into perspective, a duplicate image detection system without a dimensionality 
reduction model would require 30 GB of memory to store the descriptors of one million images a duplicate image 
detection system with 2048-dimension descriptor would require 12 GB of memory to store the descriptors of one million 
images, where a duplicate image detection system with 8-dimension descriptor would only need 100 MB. The result 
also shows that it takes almost the same time to generate different feature sizes i.e. there is no acquired computational 
overhead in automatically reducing feature size. 
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Figure 3: Copy checker 

 
 

4. METHODOLOGY 
 
To 9970 images were collected from four different datasets to serve as both a training and testing dataset. Several 
combinations were chosen to finally generate 28978 image pairs for the ‘copy’ image category which contains a variety 
of transformations such as scaling, distortions, noise adding and image blurring. The ‘not a copy’ category also had 
14752 image pairs. Sixty percent of the total data for training, twenty percent of the total data for validation and twenty 
percent of the total data for testing. The dataset used include INRIA Copydays dataset [21], Image Collections [2], and 
MICC-F220, MICC-F2000 dataset from [22]. 
 
In table 1, a duplicate image detection system with 8-dimension descriptor uses 100 bytes, a duplicate image detection 
system with 16-dimension descriptor uses 190 bytes, a duplicate image detection system with 32-dimension descriptor 
uses 338 bytes, a duplicate image detection system with 64-dimension descriptor uses 620 bytes, a duplicate image 
detection system with 128-dimension descriptor uses 1322 bytes, a duplicate image detection system with 256-
dimension descriptor uses 2419 bytes, a duplicate image detection system with 512-dimension descriptor uses 3854 
bytes, a duplicate image detection system with 1024-dimension descriptor uses 6804 bytes, a duplicate image 
detection system with 2048-dimension descriptor uses 12456 bytes, a duplicate image detection system without the 
dimensionality reduction model uses 30753 bytes. 
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For the success of a method, its accuracy is of paramount importance: if accuracy is low then the method is not very 
useful even when it demonstrates excellent computational performance. a duplicate image detection system with 8-
dimension descriptor has a duplicate detection accuracy of 90% with 46 misclassified image pairs, a duplicate image 
detection system with 16-dimension descriptor has a duplicate detection accuracy of 95.1% with 17 misclassified image 
pairs, a duplicate image detection system with 32-dimension descriptor has a duplicate detection accuracy of 96.5% 
with 1 misclassified image pairs, a duplicate image detection system with 64-dimension descriptor has a duplicate 
detection accuracy of 98.6% with 2 misclassified image pairs, a duplicate image detection system with 128-dimension 
descriptor has a duplicate detection accuracy of 98.9% with 0 misclassified image pairs, a duplicate image detection 
system with 256-dimension descriptor has a duplicate detection accuracy of 99.5% with 0 misclassified image pairs, a 
duplicate image detection system with 512-dimension descriptor has a duplicate detection accuracy of 99.7% with 0 
misclassified image pairs, a duplicate image detection system with 1024-dimension descriptor has a duplicate detection 
accuracy of 99.5% with 0 misclassified image pairs, a duplicate image detection system with 2048-dimension descriptor 
has a duplicate detection accuracy of 99.7% with 0 misclassified image pairs, a duplicate image detection system 
without the dimensionality reduction model has a duplicate detection accuracy of 99.6% with 1 misclassified image 
pairs.  
 
An ideal duplicate image detection system needs little time to extract features from images and the descriptor uses a 
minimal number of bytes. The accuracy of the method must also be very high. It is important to take the trade-offs 
between the various performances indicators into consideration and weigh them accordingly to an intended application 
need. If we evaluate the results with these trade-offs in mind, we can deduce that a duplicate image detection system 
with 256-dimension descriptor shows good overall accuracy especially considering that it only requires 2419 bytes for 
its image descriptors, 0 misclassified image pairs and 92.13% storage savings when compared to a duplicate image 
detection system without the dimensionality reduction model. 
 
If good computational performance is the most important factor, a duplicate image detection system with 128-dimension 
descriptor is the best choice since it has a duplicate detection accuracy of 98.9% with 0 misclassified image pairs and 
95.7% storage savings when compared to a duplicate image detection system without the dimensionality reduction 
model.  
Table 1: Experiment Results 

Number  
of output features 

Accuracy 
% 

Storage  
Savings 
(%) 

Descriptor 
 size 
(bytes) 

Average 
Extraction  
Time 
(secs) 

Number  
of misclassified 
image pairs 

GoogLeNet + 8-dimension 90.0 99.67 100 0.63 46 
GoogLeNet + 16-dimension 95.1 99.38 190 0.62 17 
GoogLeNet + 32-dimension 96.5 98.90 338 0.61 1 
GoogLeNet + 64-dimension 98.6 97.98 620 0.64 2 
GoogLeNet + 128-dimension 98.9 95.70 1322 0.63 0 
GoogLeNet + 256-dimension 99.5 92.13 2419 0.63 0 
GoogLeNet + 512-dimension 99.7 87.47 3854 0.66 0 
GoogLeNet + 1024-dimension 99.5 77.88 6804 0.68 0 
GoogLeNet + 2048-dimension 99.7 59.50 12456 0.65 0 
GoogLeNet 99.6 0.00 30753 0.61 1 
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5. CONCLUSION  
 
In this paper we presented a duplicate image detection method based on convolutional neural networks, which learns 
a comparing function directly from raw image pixels. Images can be described and stored as dominant labels (extracted 
features). These labels appear robust to distortions, including re-encoding, resizing, cropping, and minor changes to 
coloration, and is accurate over the limited data set tested for this experiment, both in terms of identifying original and 
duplicate images. Several architectures are studied and each of them displays extremely good performance. These 
results indicate that convolutional neural networks based methods are specifically suited to duplicate image detection 
task and also show that to obtain high accuracy it is not necessary to use a large image descriptor. We also presented 
results of mismatched image pairs to gain further insight into the strength and weaknesses of the different architectures. 
This work provides proof of principle by building an accurate and robust-to-distortion duplicate image detection system 
using features extracted from images using pre-trained neural networks designed for image classification.  
 
The analysis here focused on images that were tangentially related to the training sets used for building the pre-trained 
network used in extracting features from the images. A more robust solution would look to build a new deep neural 
network specifically suited to the problem-space using a broad sampling of images for training. Such a network would 
be better able to encode image-specific visual features. Performance-wise, initial tests showed a feature extraction 
processing time of about 0.68 seconds per image when using the CPU. Such performance is prohibitive for real-world 
application. In order to improve performance, the neural network processing would be adapted to use the GPU to 
drastically lower the per image extraction.  
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